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Name:

Date of birth: 

Appearance: 
                       
Achievements: 

 Lance Armstrong

 September 18, 1971

tall, slim, short blond 
hair, and blue eyes
won Tour de France 7 
times/ beaten cancer / 
best cyclist in the world



Пишем статью, описывая человека
(Writing a descriptive article)



                           

                         Writing tip 
   When we write a descriptive article about a 
person, we can write four paragraphs. 
   In the introduction, we write who this person is 
and how old they are. We also describe the 
person's appearance. In the second paragraph we 
describe his or her early years. In the third 
paragraph, we describe the person's later years. 
In the conclusion, we express our feelings about 
the person. 



Introduction
 Plan

(Paragraph 1) 

Main Body
(Paragraphs 2) 

(Paragraphs 3) 

Conclusion
(Paragraph 4) 

who the person is, profession, 
birth, physical description

early years - how they started their 
career, achievements, etc.

the reasons why 
you admire them

later years - how their 
career developed, etc.



Character: clever, a great sense of humour.
Early years: the pop-rap duo “DJ Jazzy Jeff and the 
Fresh Prince”, singing humorous songs, in1990 the NBC 
television network signed him to a contract. Smith began 
a successful movie career.
Later years: Most successful films: “Independence Day” 
(1996); “Men in Black” (1997). Since then - more than 20 
films, 5 solo albums.
The reasons to admire him: a great actor and singer.

Name: Will Smith Born in: 
Philadelphia, USA, 1968 Lives in: 
California.
Appearance: tall, slim, short black 
curly hair, brown eyes. 



     Will Smith is my favourite actor. He was born Philadelphia 
in the USA in 1968 and he lives in California. He is tall and 
slim. He has got short black curly hair and brown eyes. Will is 
very clever and has got a great sense of humour
    Will Smith started his career in the pop-rap duo “DJ Jazzy 
Jeff and the Fresh Prince”, singing humorous songs. Smith was 
energetic, and in 1990 the NBC television network signed him to 
a contract. Smith began a successful movie career.
    In 1996 Smith began a successful solo music career while 
starring in a series of films. The first two films were hugely 
successful: “Independence Day” (1996) and “Men in Black” 
(1997).Since then he has appeared in more than 20 films. He 
also has recorded 5 solo albums.
   I like Will Smith a lot because he is a great actor, singer and a 
wonderful person.

Эталон



Michael 
Jordan



Your homework:

Write an article for the school 
magazine about a friend or family 
member you admire (100-120 words). 
Use the following information:
• name and profession
• date and place of birth
• physical description
• achievements/career
• reasons for admiration



Интернет источники: 

1. https://www.1zoom.ru/big2/24/228664-MrShadow.jpg - 
изображение Уилла Смита
2.https://dl23.photosklad.net/20111211/5de87d9f4f5771148e72d2
eccccf5708.jpg - изображение Майкла Джордана
3. 
https://cbsnews1.cbsistatic.com/hub/i/r/2012/02/03/e7c968e4-3a2
d-11e3-a4cb-047d7b15b92e/thumbnail/1200x630/b1a002c9daaaff
349aa373ba1aff3137/eve_0203_PELLEY.jpg - изображение 
Ланса Армстронга


